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I. INTELLIGENCE HIGHLIGHTS

A. KUJUMP INTEL

1. MIAMI 0346, REPORTS ANGEL GARCI LUGO WHO ARRIVED U.S. 27 NOV. REPORTED PLANS FOR UPRISING AGAINST GOVERNMENT STARTING 1 DEC OR SHORTLY THEREAFTER. REVOLT WOULD START IN PINAR DEL RIO PROV, PROBABLY IN CORDILLEROS DE LOS ORGANOS MTS, AND WOULD BE AIMED AT PREVENTING IMPLEMENTATION NEW CUBAN DRAFT LAW. SOURCE HEARD OF PLANNED REVOLT FROM TWO SOURCES, ONE OF WHOM APPEARENTLY MEMBER "EJERCITO DE LIBERACION".

B. WAVE INTEL

1. UFG-4199 (CABLE) AMCOG-3 REPORTS CHINESE FROM PEIPING LANDED CIENFIGUEOS, LAS VILLAS PROVINCE AS OF 24 OCT. MOST CHINESE IN CUBA ARE FROM CANTON THUS DIFFICULTY FINDING INTERPRETERS FOR NEW ARRIVALS IS BEING EXPERIENCED.

2. UFG-4186 (CABLE) AMCOG-28 REPORTS POSSIBILITY COMMUNIST AGITATION IN DOMINICAN REPUBLIC IF UNITED STATES RECOGNIZES DOMINICAN TRIVIRATE.
3. UFGA-4160 (CABLE) AMBASSADOR WT'S REPORT CONSIDERABLE MILITARY
    MOVEMENTS IN WESTERN CUBA.
    C. KOLA AND KOFUSE/D
    AMB INTERCEPT SERVICE STATUS REPORT BEING POACHED BY LAURICLE
    CHANNEL. SEE UFGA-12793
    D. PRESS AND RADIO
    1. MIAMI HERALD 30 NOV SAID REDUCTION $15,000 BAIL DENIED HAROLD
    DERBER AFTER U.S. GOVT CONTENDED DERBER WOULD LEAVE U.S. IF BOND REDUCED
    DERBER CHARGED WITH TWO MISDEMEANORS AND ONE FELONY - PRESENTING FALSE
    REGISTRATION PAPERS FOR BOAT ON WHICH HE BROUGHT 23 REFUGEES TO
    KEY WEST.

II. OPERATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS
A. FI
   1. SW RECEIVED FROM AMFOX-1.
   2. AMOF-2 DEPARTING FOR MADRID 30 NOV TO MEET AMROAK-1.
   3. DSE INTERCEPT LIST OBTAINED BY AMKHAN-2 IN RESPONSE WAVE
      REQUEST FORWARD TO HEADQUARTERS IN WAVE-6326
   4. AMVUE-1 REPORTS CUBANA PLANE DELAYED FIVE HOURS IN MEXICO 22
      OCT UNTIL LATE ARRIVAL WHO FLEW INTO MEXI BOARDED PLANE WITHOUT GOING
      THROUGH MEXI CUSTOMS. (WAVE 8270)
B. CI. NOTHING TO REPORT.
C. PU
    CARLING SUMMARY AIP ACTION ON LEAD THAT EX-REBEL ARMY CAPT
    NICOLAS LORIE WAS MEMBER CUBAN ARMS PURCHASING MISSION TO BELGIUM WHICH
    BOUGHT ARMS LOCATED CACHE FOUND VENE.
D. PM. NOTHING TO REPORT.
E. IS

WEEKLY SUMMARY PM/MARITIME OPS:

A. Recap 24-30 Nov: No ops scheduled.

B. Tentative Forecast 1 - 7 Dec:

1) 6 Dec: COBRA XI resupply and exfil three assets for training and later reinfilt. Will utilize M/V Twilight.

2) 7 Dec: CLEOPATRA SAB op against RR Bridge North Las Villas Prov. Team consists five-man adder group and will utilize M/V Neptune.

III. Liaison Developments

Coast Guard apprehended group reported UFG-4146 prior their departure from Florida waters.

IV. Admin and Support. Nothing to report.
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